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and contents have been described. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is known that words are very polysemantic –one word may give  a lot of 

meanings. According to Ekersly «Brighter Grammar « he gives an example –spring. 

This word has following meanings: 1) spring- noun , season 2) spring-verb . To 

spring. Ex. : My dog likes to spring over the barriers ;  3 ) spring as a part of technical 

device –the spring of a watch is broken .  

 

METHODOLOGY 

For the spring of an electric motor it does not work,.etc. Merriam Webster’s 

Dictionary (since 1828) gives the following meanings of the word. 

1) ”Information “ – Knowledge that you get about someone or something: facts 

or details about a subject. Ex.; Tomorrow there will be a conference on a usage of the 

new information technology.Information about the disease ” Koronoverus” spread all 

over the world. 

2) a: service that telephone users can call to pind out the telephone number for 

a specified person or organization . Ex.; Tom found out the telephone number of the 

newly founded Uneversity in Thashkent with the help of telephone service center. 

Definition: 1. The communication or reception of knowledge or intelligence 

2.a; (1) knowledge oblained from investigation study, or instruction (2) 

INTELLEGENCE, NEWS, (3);  FAKTS, DATA. 

b; the attribute inherebt in and communicated by one or two or more alternative 

sequinces or arrangements of something (such as nucleotides in DNA or binary digits 
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in a computer program ) that produce specific effects. C ( 1) ; a signal or a chaeacter ( 

as  in a communication system or computer ) representing data ( 2 ) ;  something  ( 

such as a message , experimental data, or a picture ) which  justifies  change in a 

constract (  such as a plan or theory ) that represents  physical or mental experience or 

another construct. d: a quantitative measure of the information specifically : a 

numerical quantity that measures the uncertainty in the outcome of an experiment to 

be performed. 

3:  the act of informing against a person . 

4: a formal accusation of  a crime made by a prosecuting officer as 

distinguished from an indictment presented by a grand jury. Examples; They are 

working to collect information about the early settlers in the region. The pumphlet 

provides a lot of information on the recent changes to thr tex laws. He gave the false 

information about his backgrounds. Teachers try to give true, scientific information to 

the students while teaching or delivering their lectures a definite scientific 

investigations, or a definit subject. First known use: 14the century. Synonyms: data, 

facts. At the end of the meaning and usage of the word it can be said that this word 

has limitless meanings. It depends on a field of usage. In pedagogics, it comprires 

very wide information, data, facts because the quantity of subjects in the University 

education is limitless. The more subjects, the more information. Becouse science is 

developing day by day. The teachers tasks are to use them in a perfect place  and in a 

perfect time. 

2. Communication – This word serves people. People communicate with each 

other by different ways. Communication is the product of speech of human 

beings.That’s why language is the means of coomunication between peoples all over 

the world. If to look back to th history to the human speech development it will be 

clear that in the early peried of human formation people began to express their 

thoughts by using some body movements or some sounds. People could not talk at 

the beginning of human formation, as people could express or talk as human beings 

do at present .They might talk with the help of some jests, mimes, eyes , and other 

parts of their bodies. Human beings first began to pronounce sounds, words, 

combinations of words, short sentences and phrases. Until the formation of sentences  

thousands of years might have passed. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

At present the content and meaning of communication are widely being 

described. Below the following explanations are given: 
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Communication – the act or process of using sounds, morphemes, words, signs, 

phrases or behaviors to express your ideas, thoughts, feelings, etc. to some else.;  a 

message that is given to someone;  a letter, telephone call , etc.; the ways of sending 

information to people by using technology. 

Definition ; 1. an act or instance of transmitting communication of disease. 

2. a; information communicated: information transmitted or conveyed; b; 

verbal  or written message. The caption received an important communication.  

3. a ; process by which information is exchanged between individuals through 

a common system of symbols , signs, or behavior – the function of pheromones in 

insect communication;  also: exchange of information. 

b: personal rapport –a lack of communication between old and young persons. 

4. Communication –plural. a: a system (as of telephones, or computers) for 

transmitting or exchanging information. – wireless electronic communications.   b: b: 

personel engaged in communicating: personel in transmitting or exchanging 

information. 

5. Communications- plural in form, but singular or plural in construction. 

a: a technique for expressing ideas effectively (as in speech). b:  the technology 

of transmission of information (as by print or telecommunication). Examples. He is 

studying insect communication. There was a breakdown in communication between 

members of the group. Television and other means of mass communication. In 

learning foreign languages it is very important to pay more attention to oral and 

written speech. Speech itself is a communication between auditorium and a lecturer.  

In teaching pocess communication always presents between the people 

communicated with each other. 

In educational process communication has lots of meanings and usage. For 

example, teachers and educators’ communication with children students, teachers, 

members of estaflishments. 

                                      

CONCLUSION 

1. Information has various types in human lives. It has very long history. From 

the time, first human beings began to live on the land. Different times, different types 

of tools, signals and other means served as a type of information. In this article the 

authors tried to give only some of them, it is impossible to count information types 

and means at present time. 

2. Communication like information has also a lot of meanings. to compare 

these two words, information and communication, hat, their meanings are very close 
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to each other and serve for transfering different signals and thoughts of people to 

each other in different life style. 

Above it has been given the meanings and contents of these words. 

3. Technologies has many meanings and it has very long history. From the time 

when in Great Britain began to produce various goods, products for human usage, 

this tern began to be used. During different times different new innovations, 

tachnologies were invented and produced by people. At present this term  is being 

widly used, even in educational process in different establishments. It is impossible 

today to imagine the life of people without new technologies. 

4. Innovation-  a new idea , device, or method. The act or process of 

introducing  new , ideas, devices ,  apparatus or methods, etc. 

So, these words are very close in meanings with each other. And they serve to 

develop innovation process in all sphares of human lives. They are widly used  in 

teching process in different educational istablishments in order to develop  the 

content  and meaning of teaching and educational process.   

5 Methodes has a very wide meanings land contents. Every way, every 

movement in human life style needs to use new methods in fulfilling any activites in 

working processes. Method, itself is a way or ways  of carrying out or doing any 

activity to gain the goals. It develops the contents and meanings of human life style 

various fields of sciences. 
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